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My Erasmus+ and eTwinning Experience
I had the opportunity to take

part in some Erasmus + 

projects that continues

influencing me positively today

and helps me in my career as a 

Music teacher.

The platform eTwinning is the

field of sharing what my

students have studied

through my experience in

Erasmus + projects.



My Erasmus+ 
and eTwinning
experience

In July, 2019 taking part in

an approved Erasmus+ 

project, I attended the

course Effective Use of

Technology in

Teaching at Anglolang

Academy of English in

Scarborough, North 

Yorkshire, England, UK.
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Morning sessions were

focused on language

development where

participants gained

confidence in using English

while the technology

sessions took place in the

afternoons.



My Erasmus+ and eTwinning 
Experience

The most exciting thing was 

meeting colleagues from different 

countries and sharing ideas and 

working experiences, creating in 

this way a network of teaching 

contacts within European countries.
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Returning in Bulgaria I shared

my experience with

collegues from school and

came up the idea of doing

an etwinning project with

my extremely talented and

enthusiastic Art colleague

Polina Zamfirova.
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We invited Anja Wilke -

an English and Art teacher from Ha

nnover, Germany, who I met during

my course in Anglolang Academy. T

ogether we did the project "Smile Fo

r Christmas". 

Our students exchanged

Christmas cards made by
themselves by post. It was exciting
for all of us.
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Acquiring new ideas for 

motivating students through using 

technology in classroom I made my 
10th grade students do videos for film 

music – main topic in Music 

curriculum. Some of them took the 

idea with enthusiasm and did 

interesting videos which I am going to 

use as learning material for the other 

Erasmus+ project which I am 
taking part in - "Flipped Classroom".
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Experience
10th graders' videos for film music
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